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EXECUTIVE INSIGHTS Business Priorities for the Dynamic IT Road Map Frank Gens



IDC OPINION Building a dynamic IT capability is a large and complex undertaking for IT organizations. A critical question is: Where should CIOs start this multistep journey? In a June 2004 survey, we asked line-of-business (LOB) executives to share their views on which dynamic IT improvements are most urgently needed. Among the key findings are the following: ! The dynamic IT areas most directly connected to business process enablement — flexible applications, integrated data and information, and improved communication and collaboration — are where the urgency lies. ! Dynamic infrastructure investments, largely invisible to business executives, are accordingly considered lower priority. This is a big challenge (and opportunity) for infrastructure IT suppliers. But it is more so a problem for CIOs, who need help from suppliers to "connect the dots" between infrastructure investments and business performance. ! LOB executives are generally more interested in improving IT capabilities — reaping business benefits from IT — than they are in cutting IT costs.



In May's Executive Insights, Hinge Technologies for the Dynamic Enterprise (IDC #31371, May 2004), we presented IDC's framework for developing an IT environment capable of supporting fast-changing business needs. IDC calls this environment dynamic IT. IDC's June Line-of-Business Executive Survey shows that business executives hold strong views about where IT organizations should focus first in creating such an environment.



Dynamic IT: Replacing "Tangled IT" with Shared, Adaptable Services The dynamic IT framework envisions untangling the patchwork of isolated, underleveraged infrastructure, data, and applications common in many companies and creating high-quality, shared IT "services" in a dozen areas required by the business (see Figure 1).
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FIGURE 1 Two Key Areas of Dynamic IT and Their Supporting Capabilities Business monitoring and analytics Business process and application automation Information and data services
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Source: IDC, 2004



Two key goals of replacing the numerous hard-wired connections among dedicated resources within the IT environment, with many more "virtual" connections among shared resources, are: ! Improving operational efficiency through much greater resource sharing and greatly reduced redundancy ! Improving the ability to quickly adapt to business (or technology) opportunities, with a layered, service-oriented IT environment that better supports the incremental changes in individual parts of a business solution, without impacting the rest of the solution
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As seen in Figure 1, these services revolve around two capabilities the IT organization offers the business: ! Direct support of business strategy automation and execution through application software, workflow and integration, data/information, collaboration, interface, and analytics ! Indirect support of business processes through automated and well-managed underlying IT operations. The question we explore in this Executive Insights is: Where do IT organizations' internal customers think CIOs should start in this ambitious overhaul of IT architecture and delivery capabilities?



Business Executives' Priorities and the Dynamic IT Road Map There are many considerations for CIOs as they develop and prioritize the steps toward a dynamic IT environment. One important consideration, our focus in this discussion, is: How do the business executives, whose strategies and operations depend on IT, prioritize the elements of the dynamic IT framework? In June 2004, IDC surveyed over 200 LOB executives about their views on how the IT organization should improve to support the business. Specifically, we asked: In your opinion, what are the most urgent improvements that need to be made in your IT organization to better support your business? We offered a number of improvement choices that tie to different parts of the dynamic IT framework and allowed the respondents to choose up to three. Figure 2 shows the ranked results. There are several clear messages that can be drawn from these findings: ! LOB executives' IT priorities focus on business process enablement. Not surprisingly, IT improvements that deal most directly with execution of business processes — business applications, data/information, and communication and collaboration — top the priorities for business executives. For CIOs developing dynamic IT road maps, the top six layers of the framework (refer back to Figure 1) are the ones where executive support is likely to be strongest — particularly the middle four of the six. This doesn't mean that IT improvements further down the list may not be in urgent need of improvement. But it does mean that getting executive support for those lower on the list will be more of a challenge. ! Process visibility is rated low — anomaly or skepticism? Somewhat surprisingly, real-time (or near-real-time) monitoring of business performance rates low in this survey. This contradicts other IDC findings and our own personal work with users: Management dashboards and other tools to pull together operational performance and marketplace conditions have been a high priority in recent years. This could be an anomaly (our suspicion), or it could be an indication of a real shift in priorities. Alternatively, it may reflect some skepticism
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about the near-term feasibility of controlling business processes through management dashboards, a commonly marketed vendor "vision" for this layer. We'll be monitoring this particular issue in coming IDC studies. ! Infrastructure-related improvements are less urgent to LOB executives. This is understandable because these IT investments and capabilities are less directly visible to business executives. This highlights a critical challenge (and opportunity) for IT suppliers and CIOs — to educate LOB executives about the direct impact of IT infrastructure improvements (and failures) on business operations. Security is the highest rated of the infrastructure-related priorities for IT improvement, reflecting the fact that the market has been educated about the business risk implications of underinvestment. In this regard, the security suppliers offer some lessons for communicating infrastructure value to the business community. ! "Connecting the dots" from infrastructure investment to business value is critical. The need for IT suppliers that play in the lower six of the dynamic IT layers to better articulate the business impact and value of their offerings has major implications for marketing communications, channel/alliance strategies, and scope of offerings. Large suppliers have both the resources and the greatest need to directly market "business value" messages to customers. Smaller suppliers, with more modest marketing resources, may choose to simply channel through partners who are more closely connected to the upper layers of the dynamic IT framework. Both large vendors (as acquirers) and small vendors (as acquirees) are also looking carefully at the scope of their offerings — and what M&A deals will extend their portfolios further downstream toward the business process and business value. ! Improving IT capabilities trumps lowering IT costs. Three of the four toprated priorities were about improving IT capabilities (functionality, speed, flexibility), while only one was about lowering IT costs. This is consistent with studies highlighted in prior Executive Insights. It's good news for IT suppliers — business executives are not so skeptical of IT value that they simply want to squeeze down costs. They see the business value potential and are interested in seeing the products do a better job of delivering on that potential. Approaches that overly emphasize cost savings, rather than value delivered, are likely to underperform.
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FIGURE 2 Business Executives' Top 3 Priorities for IT Improvements Q.



In your opinion, what are the most urgent improvements that need to be made in your IT organization to better support your business?
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(% of respondents) n = 204 Note: Responses reflect percent of respondents selecting each option (up to three each). Totals do not add to 100%. Source: IDC's Line-of-Business Executive Survey, June 2004
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